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General comments:

This study showcases a deep learning optimization method for a high-resolution hydrologic
model supported by information theory. I appreciate the honest evaluation of the
methodology, in-depth reasoning of the deteriorating model performance for ET, and
examination of results and conclusions aligned with earlier studies. In general, this paper
is well-written with a novel contribution. However, I think the paper would be stronger if
the authors can address the following comments.

Model validation for climate sensitivity: Currently, the model validation period overlaps
with the period for calibrating ATS parameters. I am curious whether the optimized
parameters would be able to capture the climate sensitivity on flow and ET, i.e.,
improving the flow/ET performance outside of the calibrating period (2016-2019). It
would strongly support this tool’s eligibility in climate change studies.
ET from flux tower: In this study, the authors have demonstrated that worse ET
performance results from poor quality of MODIS ET products. In this study region, is
there ET data from the flux tower that could be used for implementing this workflow?
Even though the flux tower ET data has less spatial coverage, the data quality can be
better, which might be more useful than MODIS ET when calibrating hydrologic
parameters.

 

Specific comments:



L158: Can the authors elaborate on what five soil types and four geological types are?

L160: A 1000-year spin-up is extremely long. Can the authors briefly explain the reason
for this long spin-up even if it might be explained in Shuai et al 2022?

L162: Could the authors briefly explain how they preselected the parameters in this
study?

L208: Does the MI have to be zero? If the MI between a parameter and the model
responses is small enough, is it possible to neglect that parameter? What would be a
proper threshold for it?

L208-210: Interesting! Great summary!

L215: When training using different combinations of years, why do the authors only look
at Q, not ET?

L249-250: Given the narrowed list, it seems that the authors eliminated the parameters
with small MI (not zero), which slightly contradicts the previous statement where only
parameters with zero MI would be eliminated (L208). It would be helpful to clarify the
threshold of MI below which the parameters will be eliminated.

L286-287: Please clarify whether the extrapolation issue partially or solely contributes to
the worse MI-informed results.

L320: Very interesting results!

Logistic:

Author name: Should the third author be Alexander?
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